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This invention relates to improvements in road 
surfaces and paving blocks for forming such sur 
faces, and has to do with improved light reflect 
ing and non-slip projections therefor. 
A road surface usually falls in the class of non 

luminous bodies and, as such, depends for its il 
lumination upon reflected or diñused light. 
One of the main objects of my invention is to 

provìde projections which will produce in front 
of a vehicle travelling upon the road more direct 
reflection of the light rays from the lamps ci 
the vehicle and thereby increased illumination 
in front of the vehicle, at the same time less 
glare in the opposite direction and, in a two-u-'ay 

5 road, less illumination of the opposite side of 
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the road where the travel is in the opposite 
direction. 

It is a more specific object of my invention to 
provide metal paving blocks, each having a plu 
rality of integral projections provided with up 
standing surfaces presented toward and disposed 
in front of the vehicle substantially normal to 
the direction of travel, and defined in the opposite 
direction by obliquely disposed upstanding sur 
faces; also an arrangement of the blocks with 
the projections oppositely disposed on opposite 
sides of the road, whereby on one side of the road 
the projections provide upstanding surfaces pre 
sented toward and disposed substantially normal 
to the direction of travel on that side of the road, 
and are defined in the opposite direction by 
obliquely disposed upstanding surfaces. and on 
the opposite side of the road the projections pro 
vide upstanding surfaces presented tov/ard and 
disposed substantially normal to the opposite di 
rection of travel on that side of the road, and 
are defined in the opposite direction by obliquely 
disposed upstanding surfaces. 
Another more specific object of my invention 

is to provide sets of triangular metal paving 
blocks adapted to be juxtaposed and interñtted 
with sides of alternate blocks and apices of the 
intervening blocks presented toward the direc 
tion of travel, and with oppositely disposed pro 
jections on the upper surfaces of said blocks, 
whereby all of said projections may present up 
right surfaces toward and substantially normal 
the direction of travel and obliduely disposed up 
standing surfaces in the opposite direction. 
Another more specific object is to provide half 

blocks with similar projections oppositely disposed 
for filling or finishing purposes, and which will 
.carry out the opposite effects produced upon op 

(cl. 294-11) _ 

posite sides of the road by the 
blocks. A 

Further objects and advantages of my inven 
tion will appear from the following detailed de- ' 
scription, taken in connection with the accom 
panying drawings, in which: 

Figure l is a plan view of two juxtapc 
interñtted blocks embodying the 
vention; 

Figure 2 is a s 

shown in Figure 1; 
Figure 3 is an under side view of one of the 

blocks shown in Figure l; 
Figure 4 is a plan View of one of the half blocksA 

for ñlling and finishing purposes; 
Figure 5 is a plan view of another half blc-ck; 
Figure 6 illustrates,V in plan and partially 

broken away, a portion of a road surface eni 
bodying the present invention; 

Figure '7 is a fragmentary vertical section 
taken on the line l-l of Figure 6; 

Figure 8 illustrates a portion of one side of a 
road surface embodying the present invention. 
with the light reflecting and non-slip projectionsv 
in perspective and showing the increased illu 
mination provided where the upstanding surfaces 
are presented toward and disposed substantially 
normal to the direction of travel; and 
Figure 9 is a view similar to Figure 8, illustrat 

ing a portion of the opposite side of the road sur 
face and showing the decreased illumination pro- ' 
vided at that side by the oblique surfaces of the 
projections. 

Referring to the drawings, the paving structure 
shown comprises two sets of triangular metallic 
blocks, the blocks of one set being indicated by 
the reference character 5 and the blocks of the 
other set are indicated by the reference char 
acter 6. - 
The blocks 5 and B are preferably formed of 

cast iron, and each has an upper load-carrying 
portion l with integral marginal side walls 3 
extending downwardly from the upper load-car 
rying portion and forming three supporting feet 9 
respectively depending from the apices of the 
blocks below the remaining portions of the side 
walls for supporting the blocks upon a rigid sup 
porting foundation lll, with the lower edges of the 
side walls between the feet S spaced slightly above 
and out of contact with the supporting founda 
tion. 
The marginal side walls 8 may slope outwardly 

and downwardly from the tops of the blocks, 
as shown, to facilitate removal of the blocks 

other sets of 
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from the molds, and with the other advantages 
set for'th in United States Letters Patent to 
Francis G. Small, No. 2,018,581, dated October 22, 
1935, but I contemplate within the scope of the 

vpresent invention making the slope in the op 
posite direction or omitting the slope entirely, and 
making the outer surfaces of the marginal side 
walls vertical. 
The blocks shown are not provided with inter 

nal reenforcing ribs, but ribs such as those shown 
in the above patent to Francis G. Small are con 
templated within the scope of the present inven 
tion. 
The blocks 5 and G are laid on the foundation 

I9 of reenforced concrete or like rigid material, 
with the feet 9 resting directly or otherwise 

face of the foundation 
provide the desired support, and a filling or 
sealing material I2 of asphalt, bitumen, or the 
like, is applied or otherwise provided between 
the marginal side walls 8 of adjacent blocks. 
The side walls 8 are preferably in sealing contact 
with the sealing material I 2 for their full lengths, 
and this sealing material acts as a binder and to 
seal the hollow spaces within the blocks. Of 
course a layer of material like the sealing mate 
rial I2 may be provided on the surface of the 
foundation I 0, with the feet 9 passing through 
this layer and resting upon the foundation as dis 
closedl in the above patent to Francis G. Small, 
all within the scope of the present invention. 
The blocks 5 and 6 are laid in juxtaposition, 

with a small gap between them for the sealing 
material I2. The desired spacing of the blocks 
may be ksecured by coacting spacing lugs I3 
formed integral with and extending laterally 
from the lower edges of the marginal side walls 
8 between the feet 9 and thereby elevated, with 
the lower edges of the portions of the side walls 
between the feet 9 above the lower ends of the 
feet. 

The sealing material or filling I2 between the 
blocks 5 and 6 serves generally to retain the 
blocks in position and to protect the foundation. 
The sealing or filling material is of yielding char 
acter when set to permit expansion and' contrac 
tion of the blocks under variations in tempera 
ture, thereby preventing buckling of the road 
surface. 
The blocks 5 and 6 are interñtted with the 

sides I5 of the blocks 5 and the apices IB of the 
blocks 6 presented toward the direction of travel 
indicated by the arrow I1 in Figure 6. Where the 
road is a two-way road, the blocks 5 and G are 
reversed on the opposite side of the road, with 
the sides I5 of the blocks 5 and the apices I6 of 
the blocks 6 presented toward the opposite direc 
tion of travel on that side of the road. 
Each block 5 has a plurality of integral tri 

angular studs or projections I8 on its upper sur 
face. These studs or projections I3 are dis 

the upstanding sides I9 thereof are 
presented toward and positioned substantially 
normal to the direction of travel indicated by the 
arrow I'I in Figure 6, and with the apices 28 of 
said projections opposite the sides I 9 presented 
in the opposite direction. 
Each block 6 has a plurality of similar in 

tegral triangular studs or projections 2| on its 
upper surface. The disposition of these studs 2I 
in respect to the blocks 6 carrying the same is op 
posite to the disposition of the studs I8 in respect 
to the blocks 5, so that when the blocks are inter 
ñtted as shown, the upstanding sides 22 of the 

.23 of said studs 
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studs 2I are also presented toward and positioned 
substantially normal to the direction of travel 
indicated by the arrow I1 and with the apices 

2I opposite the sides 22 pre 
sented in the opposite direction. Integral dia 
mond-shaped studs or projections 24 and 25, at 
the apices of the blocks 6, complete the sets of 
studs on these blocks. The studs 24 have up 
standing sides 26 presented toward and posi 
tioned substantially normal to the direction of 
travel indicated by the arrow I'I. 'I‘he studs 24 
and 25, in addition to completing the stud lay 
outs on the blocks 6, break up the uniformity 
of spacing of the lugs over the road surface, and 
thereby the harmonics, whereby to reduce the 
hum of tires of the vehicles traveling upon such 
surface and to reduce the stopping distance on the 
surface. 
The upright surfaces I9 and 22 being all pre 

sented toward and substantially normal the 
direction of travel indicated by the arrow I'I, more 
direct reflection of the light rays from the lamps 
of the vehicles traveling upon the road' in the 
direction indicated by the arrow I'I is produced, 
thereby utilizing more eiliciently the light rays 
and producing increased illumination in front of 
the vehicle. By the same token that the direct 
reflection is increased and better illumination 
provided in front of the vehicle, the amount of 
light passing on beyond the projections I8 and 
2 I, and thereby the glare upon vehicles approach 
ing in the opposite direction, is reduced. This 
disposition of the apices 20 and 23 of the projec 
tions IS and 2I in the opposite direction presents 
obliquely disposed upstanding surfaces 28 and 29v 
in that direction, with reduced direct reflection 
and reduced illumination by the lamps of ap 
proaching vehicles. - 

Where the road is a two-way road, with tra-vel 
on one side indicated by the arrow I1 and travel 
on the other side of the center of the road 
indicated by the arrow 39 (Figure 6), the blocks 
5 and 6 are oppositely disposed on opposite sides 
of the road, the blocks 5 and 6 being disposed, 
as already pointed out, with their sides I5y and 
apices I6, respectively, toward the direction of 
travel on the right-hand side of the road, and 
the blocks 5 and 6 being oppositely disposed 
with the sides I5 and apices I6 presented toward 
and disposed substantially normal the opposite 
direction of travel on the left-hand side of the 
road. This presents the upright surfaces I9 and 
22 toward and substantially normal to the direc 
tion vof travel on the right-hand side of the 
road, and the surfaces I9 and 22 in the opposite 
direction and toward and substantially normal to 
the opposite direction of travel on the opposite 
side of the road. As a result, and in addition to 
the advantages above set forth, increased illumi 
nation is provided' in front of the vehicles in each 
lane or on each side of the road, with reduced 
illumination of the opposite side of the road, 
thereby providing a definite line of demarcation 
between the opposite sides of the road in each 
direction. The effect of the brighter illumina 
tion on the right-hand side of the road and 
reduced illumination on the left-handl side of 
the road is shown in Figures 8 and 9. 
The studs or projections I8 and 2i are prefer 

ably arranged in rows parallel to the sides I5 of 
the blocks 5, and the blocks are preferably laid 
with these sides I5 normal to the direction of 
travel. The blocks are preferably laid with the 
rows of studs 2| of the blocks 6 aligned, or sub 
stantially aligned, with the rows. of studs I8- on 
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the blocks 5, Further, the studs in the respective 
transverse rows are preferably staggered as 
shown, with the surfaces I9 and 22 overlapping 
the surfaces i9 and 2.2 of the studs of next ad 
jacent rows further to increase the direct re 
ilection and thereby the illumination in front of 
the vehicle, 
The half blocks, 32, 32', 33, and 33' (Figures ‘l 

Y and 5) are provided for ñlling‘in and ñnishing 

ai: 

the sides and center of the road, as shown in 
Figure 6. These bloc-ks are preferably formed of 
cast iron, and each has an upper load-carrying 
portion with integral marginal side walls ex? 
tending downwardly from the upper load-carry 
ing portion and forming three supporting feet 
respectively depending from the apices of the half 
blocks below the remaining portions of the side 
walls for supporting these half blocks upon the 
supporting foundation ID, similar to» the blocks 
5 and 6. 
The integral triangular projections 34 on the 

half blocks 32 are identical with and positioned 
similar to the integral triangular projections I8 
on blocks 5, and these half blocks 32 are adapted 
to be arranged in one direction along the right 
hand edge cf the road and in reverse position 
along the left-hand edge oi the road, as shown in 
Figure 6. The upstanding surfaces 35 are thus 
presented toward and disposed normal the op 
posite directions of travel on the opposite sides 
of the road, and the apices opposite these sides 
are presented in the opposite direction. 

rThe integral triangular projections 3% on the 
half blocks 32’ are identical with and position 
similar to the integral triangular projections 2i 
on the blocks f‘, and these half blocks 32’ are 
adapted to be laid in reverse directions along the 
center of the road. The upstanding sides 39 are 
thus presented toward and substantially normal 
the opposite directions of travel on the opposite 
sides of the road. The half blocks 33 and 33’ are 
arranged in reverse order along opposite sides 
and the center of the road, with the projections 
thereon arranged tol carry out the eiîect shown 
and described. 
The half blocks 32, 32', 33, and 33’ are shown 

without spacing lugs, but it is to be understood 
that these half blocks may be provided with 
spacing lugs similar to those on the blocks 5 and 5. 

I do not intend to be limited tol the precise de 
tails shown or described. 

I claim: . 
l. A. road surface comprising triangular paving 

members arranged in pairs with adjacent inem» 
bers provided With upstanding triangular pro 
jections presenting upstanding light reflecting 
faces, the apices of said upstanding triangular 
projections pointing in opposite directions rela 
tive to each individual paving member and the 

y' pairs of paving members being arranged to form 
a parallelogram with the apices of said upstand 
ing triangular projections pointing in the same 
direction with respect to said parallelcgram, said 
paving members being arranged with the apices 

» of all of said upstanding triangular projections 
pointing in one direction on one side of the 
road and with the apices of all of said upstanding 
triangular projections pointing in the opposite 
direction on the opposite side of the road. 

2. A road surface comprising triangular paving 
members arranged in pairs with adjacent mem 
bers provided with upstanding triangular pro 
jections presenting upstanding light reflecting 
faces, the apices of said upstanding triangular 
projections pointing in opposite directions relative 

3 

to each individual paving member and the pairs 
of paving members being arranged to form a 
parallelogram with the apices of said upstanding 
triangular projections pointing in the same direc 
tion with respect to said parallelogram, said pav 
ing members being arranged with the apices of 
all of said upstanding triangular projections 
pointing in one direction on one side of the road 
and with the apices of all of said upstanding tri 
angular projections pointing in the opposite di 
rection on the opposite side of the road, and half 
blocks for filling in and finishing the sides and 
center of the road, the half blocks on one side 
of the road having upstanding triangular pro 
jections presenting upstanding light reflecting 
faces with the apices of said upstanding triangu 
lar projections pointing in the same direction as 
the apices of the upstanding triangular projec 
tions of the pairs of adjacent triangular paving 
members on the same side of the road and with 
the half blocks on the other side of the road 
having upstanding triangular projections pre 
senting upstanding light reflecting faces with the 
apices of said upstanding triangular projections 
pointing in the same direction as the apices of 
the upstanding triangular projections of the pairs 
of triangular paving members on the adjacent 
side of the road. 

3. Paving means comprising a paving block, 
triangular tread projections on the upper sur 
face of said block, said tread projections having 
upstanding light transmitting sides, each tread 
projection on said block having one of its light 
transmitting sides presented in one and the same 
direction and one of its apices presented in the 
opposite direction. 

4. Paving means comprising a triangular pav 
ing block, triangular tread projections on the 
upper surface of said block, each of the tread 
projections on said block having three upstand 
ing lightl transmitting sides and each tread pro 
jection on said block being disposed with its 
light transmitting sides parallel with and pre 
sented toward the respective sides of the block 
and With its apices presented away from the re 
spective sides of the block. 

5. Paving means comprising a triangular pav 
ing block, triangular tread projections on the 
upper surface of said block, each of the tread 
projections on said block having three upstand 
ing light transmitting sides and each tread pro 
jection on said block bein-g disposed with its 
apices presented toward the respective sides of 
the block and with its light transmitting sides 
presented away from the respective sides of the 
block. 

6. Paving means comprising pairs of triangu 
lar paving blocks with each block of each pair 
of blocks having triangular tread projections on 
the upper surface thereof, each tread projection 
having three upstanding light transmitting sides 
and three apices, each tread projection on one 
block of each pair of blocks being disposed with 
its light transmitting sides parallel with and pre 
sented toward the respective sides of the block 
and with its apices presented away from the re 
spective sides of the block, and each tread pro 
jection on the other block of each pair of blocks 
having its light transmitting sides presented away 
from and its apices presented toward the respec 
tive sides of said other block. 

7. Paving means comprising pairs of equilat 
eral trian-gular paving blocks with each block of 
each pair of blocks having triangular tread pro 
jections on the upper surface thereof, each tread 
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4 
projection having three upstanding light trans 
mitting sides and three apices, each tread pro 
jection on one block of each pair of blocks be 
ing disposed with its light transmitting sides 
parallel with and presented toward the respec 
tive sides of the block and with its apices pre 
sented away from the respective sides of the 
block and each tread projection on the other 
block of each pair «of blocks having its light trans 
mittin-g sides presented away from and its apices 
presented toward the respective sides of said 
other block, and pairs of right angle triangular 
filler blocks with each block of each of said 
last pairs of blocks having triangular tread pro 
jections on the upper surface thereof, each tread 
projection on each of said ñller blocks having 
one of its light transmitting sides parallel With 
and presented toward one of the sides of the 
block and the other block of each pair of filler 
blocks having one of its apices disposed toward 
one of the sides of said last mentioned blocks. 

8. Paving means comprising pairs of triangu 
lar paving blocks with each block of each pair 
of paving blocks having triangular tread pro 
jections on the upper surface thereof, each tread 
projection having three opstanding light trans 
mitting sides and three apices, the blocks on 
one side of the road being disposed with one light 
transmitting side of each tread pr-ojection pre 
sented in one and the same direction and with 
one apex of each tread projection presented in 
the opposite direction and the blocks on the op 
posite side of the road being disposed reverselji 
with respect to the blocks on said first men 

tioned side of the road so> that one apexl of each 
of said latter blocks is presented in the direc 
tion in which the light transmitting sides of the 
projections on said ñrst blocks are disposed and 
With the light transmitting sides of the projec 
tions on said latter side of the road presented in 
the opposite direction. 

9. A road surface formed of pairs of triangu 
lar paving blocks laid reversely with respect to 
each other along the opposite sides of the road 
and with a block of each pair of the blocks on 
each side of the road laid reversely with respect 
to the other block, triangular tread projections 
on the upper surface of each block, said tread 
projections having upstanding light transmitting 
sides, each tread projection on one side of the 
road having one light transmitting side presented 
toward and disposed at substantially right angles 
to the direction of travel on that side of the road, 
and- each tread projection on the opposite side 
of the road having one of its apices presented in 
theV .direction in which the light transmitting 
sides of the tread projections on the ñrst men 
tioned side of the road are presented. 

l0. A road surface having triangular tread pro 
jections thereon, said tread projections. having 
upstanding light transmitting sides, each tread» 
projection on one side of the road having one of 
its light transmitting sides presented in one di 
rection and each tread projection on the- opposite 
side of the road having one of its light transmit 
ting sides presented in the opposite direction. 
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